Analysis of 22 deletion breakpoints in dystrophin intron 49.
Over 60% of Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies are caused by deletions spanning tens or hundreds of kilobases in the dystrophin gene. The molecular mechanisms underlying the loss of DNA at this genomic locus are not yet understood. By studying the distribution of deletion breakpoints at the genomic level, we have previously shown that intron 49 exhibits a higher relative density of breakpoints than most dystrophin introns. To determine whether the mechanisms leading to deletions in this intron preferentially involve specific sequence elements, we sublocalized 22 deletion endpoints along its length by a polymerase-chain-reaction-based approach and, in particular, analyzed the nucleotide sequences of five deletion junctions. Deletion breakpoints were homogeneously distributed throughout the intron length, and no extensive homology was observed between the sequences adjacent to each breakpoint. However, a short sequence able to curve the DNA molecule was found at or near three breakpoint junctions.